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Abstract: 

Objective: To explore the frequency of patients suffering from medical disorders who attended for their dental 

problems in hospital and to explore the relationship of gender with medically conceded dental patients. 

Place and Duration: In the Outpatient department Islamic International Dental hospital, Islamabad for one year 

duration from March 2018 to March 2019. 

Material and method: This is a retrospective study. 3087 patients’ record were analyzed reporting at the 

outpatient department studied for the existence of medically compromised disorders. Conditions for deterioration 

of health were classified in to eight modalities, such as cardiovascular disease, asthma, anemia, liver disease, 

endocrine disorder, kidney disease, epilepsy and infectious diseases. 

Results: 3087 patients; 426 (13.7%) patients had various diseases. The age range of registered patients was 5-

80 years, and the average age was 35.04 years (SD ± 15.97 years). 108 (43%) men and 246 (57%) women 

participated in OPD and the ratio of men to women was 1.36. The most common of these are cardiovascular 
diseases 387 (90.81%), liver diseases 49 (11.50%), endocrine disorders 188 (44.13%), anemia 77 (18, 07%), 

kidney diseases 81 (19.01%), infection 43 (10.09%), asthma. 75 (17.62%) and 16 (3.75%) has epilepsy. 

Conclusion: Although the incidence of dental diseases is not high, dentists should read the history and conduct a 

comprehensive clinical investigation prior to dental treatment. We commend appropriate training of dental 

students in the treatment of patients with medical problems and medical emergencies. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

As many countries have reported, improved 

admittance to health care services around the world 

and enormous scientific progress in latest years have 

permitted persons to live lengthier with healthier 
oral hygiene1-3. As a consequence, dental clinics 

hope to treat older patients with older dentistry 

because the number of older patients rises the 

probabilities of treating patients with medical 

conditions, so the dentist should know their effects4-

6.  

The aim of this study is to examine the prevalence 

of patients with dental diseases who want to receive 

treatment for dental problems and to examine their 

gender relationship with people with dental 

problems. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS: 

The survey was conducted in the Outpatient 

department Islamic International Dental hospital, 

Islamabad for one year duration from March 2018 to 

March 2019. Sample size 3087 was obtained by 

including all patients participating in dental OPD. 

The hospital standardized history form were used to 

collect demographic and medical data, asthma, liver 

disease, kidney disease, infection and epilepsy). 

Data entered in SPSS 17.0. By descriptive statistics; 

Data was analyzed. The mean, standard deviation 
and frequency distribution of individually variable 

were calculated. The chi-square test was applied to 

determine the relationship. Less than 0.05 P value 

was deliberated significant statistically. All diseases 

are documented individually as a whole, even if they 

occur together in one patient. If an entry such as age, 

gender or health condition is not properly entered in 

the registry, it will be removed from the registry. 

 

RESULTS: 

A total of 3,087 patients were enrolled. The age of 

registered patients is between 5 and 80 years, with 
an average age of 34.14 years, standard deviation ± 

16.07 years. Of the three thousand and eighty-seven 

people, 426 (13.79%) presented various diseases. 

There were 180 (43%) men and 246 (57%) women, 

the ratio of men to women was 1: 1.36.  

Sr.No Diseases Total patients Males total Females total M:F ratio 

1 Endocrine Disorders 189 74 117 1:1.59 

2 Cardio vascular diseases 388 130 236 1:1.62 

3 Anemia 80 16 64 1:1.29 

4 Asthma 77 33 32 1:3.29 

5 Epilepsy 20 11 40 1:1.32 

6 Infection 46 20 63 1:1.28 

7 Liver diseases 14 8 9 1:0.8 

8 Renal 80 9 35 1:1.6 

 

The number of women with medical disabilities was statistically higher than men (p = 0.000). In almost all 

categories of diseases, women had more than men, except for kidney diseases. The most common of these are 
cardiovascular diseases 387 (90.81%), liver diseases 49 (11.50%), endocrine disorders 188 (44.13%), anemia 77 

(18, 07%), kidney diseases 81 (19.01%), infection 43 (10.09%), asthma. 75 (17.62%) and 16 (3.75%) has epilepsy. 

Most patients with medical problems are in the third and fourth decade. 

 

DISCUSSION: 

Due to the aging of the population and new medical 

and dental techniques, the number of medical 

complications usually increases during treatment8. 

To avoid these complications, a complete medical 

history of all these patients should be obtained9. The 

results of this study were similar to the study which 

showed 12.2% of patients with medical risk 
associated with Kittipong in 2009. This may be due 

to the fact that both studies recruited patients in a 

wide age range.  

 

Smeets et al. The incidence in dental patients was 

28.2% in patients with medical conditions. 

Saengsirinavin et al. Diseases in dental patients have 

been reported to be 55.45%. Smeets et al. 

Saengsirinavin et al study shows that 13.79% of 

patients with health disorders are against the results 

of this study. Other 8–9 researchers found that this 
range was 24.60 to 68.5% higher10-11. This can 

happen for many reasons, especially in developing 

countries such as Pakistan, most patients are not 

subject to routine medical examinations. As a result, 

patients receive medically asymptomatic conditions 

of suffering without realizing that they have health 

problems12.  

 

Systemic cardiovascular diseases and endocrine 
disorders were the most common condition in this 

study; 90.61% and 44.13%, respectively. Others 

were still in our study. In this study, more women 

than men were at medical risk, as demonstrated by a 

ratio of 1: 1.36 men / women. The results of this 

study are consistent with the results of the Kittipong 

ratio (ratio of women to men = 1.5: 1), which shows 

the superiority of women13. This study also increases 

with age, and the disease is particularly common in 

women. This trend is second, third. He was observed 

at the age of four and five, and he finished at the age 
of six, seven and eight. This may be due to the 
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exposure of women of childbearing potential to 

obstetric control, which is why each highlighted 

disease is documented. 

 

As the number of patients with medical disorders 
reporting dental treatment increases, this study will 

help dental surgeons join this part of the patient 

population. The first step should be to get a correct 

and meaningful date so you don't lose health. Please 

note correct registration. 

 

Continuing dental education for dental students and 

dental treatment of patients at medical risk should be 

an important part of the dental curriculum, because 

the literature is about the ability of dentists to deal 

with these emergencies and medical emergencies14. 

Particularly for hypertensive patients, areas should 
be created raising concerns. Special attention should 

be given to patients recovering from myocardial 

infarction15. More research is needed to get more 

reliable results. Long-term evaluation of more 

patients in various dental hospitals is recommended. 

It is important to include other variables such as; 

Detailed systemic cardiovascular disease with stages 

including socioeconomic status, other endocrine 

disorders and various allergies. 

 

CONCLUSION: 
This study claims that medical risk history may play 

an important role in tailoring dental treatment to the 

patient's specific health conditions. This is 

especially important for elderly patients. It should be 

emphasized that the dentist must be trained to get the 

correct history and to know the medicines used by 

patients. The place of treatment should be equipped 

with all necessary equipment for emergency medical 

treatment, especially in cardiac emergency. 
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